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First of all begin by adjusting you motivation according to the instruction of all the great lamas of this tradition, 
and think that you're here on this occasion to receive the most profound Mahayana teachings with the ultimate 
aim of reaching the state of enlightenment in order to benefit all mother sentient beings. With this thought please 
adjust your motivation for listening.

We are going through each one of the nine examples. We have looked at the meaning of each of the examples. 
We have gone through the extensive explanation that links the meaning with the example, and now we continue 
with the next section which is the condensed meaning. Again, we have the obscurers and those obscured in a 
condensed manner. First of all, the condensed meaning of the examples of the obscurer:

"In [1] the capsule of a lotus, [2] bees, [3] a husk, [4] filth, [5] ground, [6] fruit, [7] ragged cloth, [8] 
a woman’s womb, and [9] the earth" [I.127]1

Here, as you can see with the outlines, we are dealing with the condensed meaning or the condensed presentation.
First of all we have the list of nine. The first list of nine is the obscurers—the nine examples of the obscurers. We
have, 

1. the capsule of the lotus. Remember the lotus is discoloured and not beautiful anymore
2. the bees
3. the husk of the grain 
4. filth 
5. the ground or the earth
6. the fruit or the seed of the small fruit
7. ragged clothes 
8. the woman's womb 

the earth, and that was just a little bit of the earth or clay that was left from the clay mould 

The examples of the nine obscurers.

Then we continue with another list, which now is the examples of that which is obscured. So we have the 
obscurers and we see what is obscured, 

"(exists that) like [1] a Buddha, [2] honey, [3] a heart, like [4] gold, like [5] a treasure, like [6] a 
tree, like [7] a precious form, like [8] a wheel turning (king), like [9] a golden form." [I.128]

We're going now through the example of the nine objects that are obscured. 

1. the Buddha. It indicates the statue of the Buddha.
2. the honey which is amongst the bees
3. the heart. The heart here refers to the grain that is within the husk.
4. gold 
5. treasure
6. a tree. Remember the tree is going to grow out of the fruit of the seed
7. the precious form. Again, the precious form is a statue
8. the wheel-turning King. It's the child that has the potential to become the universal monarch
9. The golden form which again, is a golden statue.

1 <<200-1>> (pp. 127-8 for root text and Asanga’s commentary, and pp. 430-1 for Gyaltsap’s commentary) in Bo Jiang’s
translations.
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We should be very clear, very definite about these two sets of examples. First of all, what is the thing that is 
obscured? That is the tathagata essence, and this is explained or expressed through nine examples. Then we have 
the obscurers—the things that obscure that, and these are afflictions or stains. Things like attachment, hatred, 
confusion, and so forth.

We continue with the next sentence. 

"The stainless essence of mind without beginning, unrelated to the capsule of the afflictions of the 
potential of sentient beings, is said to be beginningless." [I.129]

This is establishing that adventitious stains are present in the mind, which is essentially pure.

Let's look at this sentence starting from the second line. It talks about "the potential of sentient beings." The 
potential of sentient beings refers to the tathagata essence, it refers to the emptiness of the minds of sentient 
beings, and this is the thing that is obscured. 

Prior to that in the sentence, it talks about "the capsule of afflictions." The capsule of afflictions is the obscurer—
the thing that affects or obscures the potential of sentient beings. And prior to that we have the word "unrelated." 
It says that the potential of sentient beings is actually unrelated to this capsule of afflictions, and unrelated means 
that it is not affected by those stains. The essence of the mind has a nature that is stainless. Because it is stainless 
it is not related to those stains, and that actually establishes that the stains or the afflictions themselves are 
adventitious. Although they are adventitious, those stains, they exist in the mind from the very beginning—since 
beginningless time. 

Now we go to the beginning of the sentence. It says "the stainless essence of mind." The essence of the mind is 
stainless, and it has been stainless from the beginning—without beginning, beginningless. That thing, that 
essence of the mind that is stainless… now go to the end of the sentence, after the coma which "is said to be 
beginningless." The essence of the mind is beginningless.

We're talking about this essence of the mind, and we say the essence of the mind is unrelated or unaffected or 
unpolluted by those stains, and the reason for that is because that essence of the mind has always been pure from 
the beginning. "Always been pure from the beginning" indicates that it has never experienced the pollution of 
those stains, it has never been polluted, it has been pure from the beginning. The pollution or the stain here is the 
stain of true existence, but from the very beginning that it came into existence it was never established as 
something which is truly existent. So from the very beginning it was not polluted by true existence. So, pure from
the beginning, so it has the natural purity.

In terms of the natural stains it has purity, it was never affected by natural stains, but in terms of adventitious 
stains, yes it is affected by that, and this is why we have all these expressions of "the capsule of the afflictions." It
does affect it in that sense. The adventitious stains affect it, and therefore these are the things that need to be 
removed, and they are removed those through the use of an antidote.

There are nine aspects of stain dependent on [1] attachment, [2] hatred, [3] confusion, [4] the 
strong eruption of those, [5] latencies, [6] seeing-abandonments and [7] meditation-abandonments, 
and [8] impure and [9] pure ground, taught by the examples of the capsule of the lotus etc.. [I.130-
1A]2

What we are doing now with this sentence, we are giving the list of the nine obscurers. Previously we had the list 
of nine obscures as examples, but here we're giving the actual meaning. Previously we were talking about the 

2 <<202-4>> (pp. 128-9 for root text and Asanga’s commentary, and pp. 431-40 for Gyaltsap’s commentary) in Bo Jiang’s
translations.
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lotuses, the bees, the husk, and things like that, but here it says "[1] attachment, [2] hatred, [3] confusion," so 
relating to the first three, then "[4] the strong eruption of those," relating to filth and so forth. That's the 
difference. Now we're dealing with a list of the nine actual meanings of the obscurers.

The way that we're looking now at the list of the obscurers is from the perspective of different types of karma, 
because these obscurers act as motivations that cause us to create a particular type of karma. It begins, in the list 
first of all, we have attachment, hatred, and confusion, but these are in latent states. So the number one, number 
two, and number three that are in the latent state are the ones that cause us to create the unchanging karma that 
becomes the cause for taking rebirth in the higher realms. Then we have the strong eruption of those. We have 
very strong manifest stains of the three poisons, all of them combined. They actually become the cause for us to 
accumulate meritorious or non-meritorious karma that becomes the cause for taking rebirth in the desire realm. 
Then we come to the next one in the list. This is translated as "latencies." It refers to imprints of ignorance, and 
imprints of ignorance are the ones that create the uncontaminated karma that we find in hearer and solitary 
realiser arhats. So it's all in the presentation from the point of view of what type of karma they cause you to 
accumulate.

In the next one we have "[6] seeing-abandonments and [7] meditation-abandonments." When we first presented 
the material we said that these are mainly present in hearer trainees. The presentation at this point says that [6] 
the seeing abandonments exist in the continuum of ordinary beings, and then [7] meditation abandonments exist 
in the continuum of arya beings. Obviously they exist in a continuum of ordinary beings and so forth. It's just a 
slightly different presentation from when they were originally present. The distinction here between seeing 
abandonments and meditation abandonments is what exists in the continuum of ordinary beings, and what exists 
in the continuum of aryas.

The next one, "[8] impure and [9] pure ground." The first one refers to the first up to the seventh, inclusive, 
grounds—the impure grounds, and then the pure grounds, the last three. They exist in a continuum of great 
vehicle arya beings.

We have that sentence, and then it finishes by saying "these" which are the list of the nine types of stains, the 
actual things. They are taught by their examples of the capsule of the lotus and so forth. These are the actual 
things taught by the example.

The reason why those nine obscurers are actually taught by means of the nine examples is to clearly indicate that 
they can be removed, they are removable, they can be separated. That's why we're using all these examples.

There was one thing that we mentioned at the very beginning when we introduced those examples, we said that 
those examples are actually not exclusive. You see here in this presentation, we talk about the first three in the list
which is latent attachment, hatred, and ignorance, and we say that these are what motivates you to create the 
karma that projects you to take rebirth in the higher realms. But we know that actually it's not that they only 
obscure those who are going to take that type of rebirth, actually they obscure everyone, they obscure arhats, they
obscure arya beings, those who are on the path of seeing, you name it. If you have latent attachment or any of 
those things, you have those. Similarly, with [4] the manifest states of all three poisons, we say that they create 
the cause for you to take rebirth in the desire realm. Well, they actually obscure everyone in that list, so from the 
beginning we say that these examples are set in this way not because they exclusively represent one thing or one 
state, but we choose this particular example to represent something due to similarity. Because there is similarity 
with the thing that you want to represent that's why we choose that as a suitable example. So they are not 
exclusive, but suitable examples.

Also, it's interesting to see what type of path abandons those different types of obscurations? For the first three 
we say that they're in a latent state. A latent state is something which is like a seed, so we're talking about the 
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seed of attachment, the seed of hatred, the seed of ignorance, and if you want to abandon something on this level 
you need to rely upon arya pristine wisdom. You have an arya path, otherwise you cannot abandon something 
which is at the level which is latent—the level of this seed. The first three are the objects of abandonment of arya 
pristine wisdom; number four which is the manifest states of all those three, they are abandoned by a worldly 
path, they are not the object of abandonment of a trans-worldly arya path, and the reason for that is that in order 
to abandon them you don't need to rely on arya equipoise. What you need to do is just to see the faults. So you 
look at whatever you want to abandon, let's say attachment, you look at attachment as being a hundred percent 
fault, and to overcome it you meditate on its opposite, such as ugliness in this case, or you think about its 
opposite a lot, and that has the power to basically suppress it. Although we might use the term "abandoned" here 
you do not completely abandon it, but on this occasion, as long as you're applying the antidote, you are reducing 
it, you're suppressing it. For example, you will be meditating on love, and whilst you're meditating on love you're
suppressing your hatred or your anger and so forth. So what you do is that you follow a worldly path that looks at
this manifest state as being a hundred percent fault, and you look at it's opposite as being a hundred percent 
quality, and then you develop this desire to become more and more familiar with that quality and to distance 
yourself more and more from that fault, and this is how you overcome it. So to overcome it you don't need to rely
upon some arya pristine path. Just ordinary worldly path can do that.

We come to "[5] the ground of imprints of ignorance." Since we are talking about imprints of ignorance we are 
talking about knowledge obscurations. First of all who is going to have those knowledge obscurations? Those 
knowledge obscurations are going to be present or be a real problem from the 8th ground onward, because up to 
the seventh ground you're dealing with afflictive obscurations, but from the 8th ground you have to do something 
about the knowledge obscurations, and also arhats have them, so hearer and solitary arhats have them. Now there 
are two presentations in terms of who abandons them—what type of path or what power you need in order to 
abandon them. One explanation is that the vajra-like concentration abandons those, and this refers to the 
uninterrupted path at the very end of the continuum which is the level where you really have the power to 
abandon those things. There's no problem, that's a straightforward explanation. The other explanation is that the 
pristine wisdom of the buddha abandons those.

When we say that these are the objects of abandonment of pristine wisdom of the buddha, what exactly is the 
pristine wisdom of the buddha going to abandon? We say that we are dealing with knowledge obscurations that 
exist in the continuum of bodhisattvas from the 8th ground upwards and in the continuum of arhats that are 
hearers and solitary realisers. They engage in uncontaminated karma and that uncontaminated karma of the three 
doors of activities acts as the cause. What this cause will establish is the mental body. Remember the body in the 
nature of mind. There are actually three types of these mental bodies:

• established by bodhisattvas 
• established by hearers 
• established by solitary realiser arhats 

So what the pristine wisdom of the buddha will destroy is these three types of mental body.

What is the cause for what? The original cause is knowledge obscuration, and this knowledge obscuration 
motivates them to create uncontaminated karma, and from that uncontaminated karma, as a motivation, with their
mental bodies they engage the activities of the three doors of that mental body. This has to be destroyed by the 
pristine wisdom of the buddha.

So for that explanation that says that it is the object to be destroyed by the pristine wisdom of the buddha, we're 
describing here how those bodhisattvas, or those arhat hearer and solitary realisers, how they establish a mental 
body. First of all, they have imprints of ignorance. These imprints of ignorance motivate them to create 
uncontaminated karma. That uncontaminated karma allows them to establish a mental body. Once they establish 
the mental body what would they do with this? They will act for the benefit of sentient beings. So for a 
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bodhisattva, for example, to act for the sake of sentient beings, it's a whole process. They have to have the cause, 
it has to make them create a karma. From that karma they have to establish a mental body, then the mental body 
has to act. So it's a whole process. 

How does the Buddha act for the sake of sentient beings? Spontaneously, uninterruptedly. There is no process. 
The Buddha does not have to establish first a mental body that comes from uncontaminated karma that is going to
come out of knowledge obscurations or anything like that. There's nothing like that. The buddha acts 
spontaneously, without effort, continuously, and so forth. This is what we mean when we say that the pristine 
wisdom of the buddha has to destroy that. This is an object of abandonment. The way that buddhas act for the 
benefit of others is a unique feature and a unique quality of the buddhas. 

Then in the list we have seeing abandonments and meditation abandonments. The terms are quite obvious. Seeing
abandonments are the things that will be abandoned by the path of seeing. It refers to imputed afflictions. And 
then meditation abandonments are those things that will be abandoned by the path of meditation. They are innate 
afflictions. Then after that we have the impure and the pure grounds. The impure grounds are the object of 
abandonment of the path of meditation, so again we have path of meditation. And the pure grounds are the object 
of abandonment of the final moment of the continuum of an ordinary being.

All of those things that we had in that paragraph, they are 

taught by the examples of the capsule of the lotus etc.

Why are they taught through these examples? Because we want to illustrate that they are adventitious and they 
can be removed.

In the context of the first three we said that they act to create the unchangeable or the unmovable karma that 
projects rebirth in the higher realms. The reason why we use this term. Sometimes it is translated as 
"unchanging," sometimes it's translated as "unmovable" or "immovable." It indicates that there will be no change
—the maturational result of that is not going to change. If you create that particular karma to be reborn on a 
particular ground of that higher realm, definitely you will be reborn there. This is not going to change. The term 
"unchanging" shows that this maturation will not change, the result will not change. "Unmovable" has this 
connotation of being like the ground that is unmovable, it is stable, you're not going to change it.

Then we talked about the karma that projects you to take rebirth in the desire realm, and we mentioned there that 
you have meritorious and/or non-meritorious. Meritorious karma refers to virtuous karma that will cause you to 
take rebirth as a human or a god in the desire realm. The non-meritorious karma is non-virtuous karma, is 
negative karma that will cause you to take rebirth in the lower migrations—bad rebirths in the desire realm. So 
we are looking into karma, and we have classified it into three from the point of view of its nature. So you have 
non-meritorious for the desire realm, meritorious for the desire realm, and unchanging or unmovable for the two 
higher realms.

Then the next sentence:

"By differentiating the capsule of secondary afflictions there are limitless classifications." [I.131B]

It says we just gave some rough examples of nine, but actually there are limitless things that obscure the tathagata
essence.

We come to the next sentence:
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"In brief the nine such as attachment etc. should be known to be correctly taught in accordance 
with the previous order, through nine examples such as the capsule of a lotus etc.." [I.132]3

Again what we're doing here is we're summarising, and we're giving the condensed meaning.

It begins by saying "in brief," so obviously it's a brief explanation. "The nine such as attachment etc." So he's 
giving here the nine which is a list of nine types of adventitious stains such as attachment, hatred, confusion, and 
so forth, "should be known to be correctly taught in accordance with the previous order." So he has already given 
the order, and they are taught "through the nine examples such as the lotus, the bees, and so forth."

We continue:

"By those stains: children, arhats, learners, and the intelligent are impure in four [1-4], one [5], two
[6-7] and two [8-9] (ways)." [I.133]4

As you can see in the outline it explains what person is obscured.

Though it begins by saying "by those stains," we have plural because we know that we have a number of stains. 
The stains have been explained in the previous paragraph. In order, we want to see who is affected by those. First 
of all it says "children." Children refers to ordinary beings. Then the second category is "arhats." We know that 
these are hinayana arhats. They are afflicted by the imprints of ignorance. Basically, here, they're dealing with 
knowledge obscurations. The next one is "learners," and when we first gave the presentation we explained the 
learners here as being Hinayana learners. In this particular point in the commentary it also mentions ordinary 
beings. So to keep in line with that you can say that whoever is in category three will be affected. And who is 
there? It is ordinary beings who have entered the path. So that explains the learners, they are training. Or you can 
say they are hinayana aryas who are on the path of seeing and the path of meditation, so they are learners at that 
particular level, and what they are affected by is those abandonments of the seeing abandonments and meditation 
abandonments. And then the last one, number four, is "the intelligent." The intelligent bodhisattvas who are on 
the impure grounds and the pure grounds, so they will be affected by the impurities or the stains that are specific 
to those grounds. So the sentence says "By those stains: children, arhats, learners, and the intelligent are impure 
in four [1-4], one [5], two [6-7] and two [8-9] (ways)," now it becomes very clear:

1. The children of the childish are affected by four because they are the first four items in the list
2. the arhats are affected by one which was number five in the list—the grounds of imprints of ignorance
3. the learners who are affected by seeing abandonments and meditation abandonments, which are two 
4. the intelligent are affected in two ways, by the abandonments of the impure grounds and the three pure 

grounds

We have given an explanation of those afflictions. In the first case where we have the childish or the children, 
and we say they're afflicted by four, that category of the children can be divided into two sub-categories. You 
have children or ordinary beings who are on the higher realms, because we know that they are affected by latent 
states of attachment, hatred, and ignorance. And then you have children or ordinary beings in the desire realm, 
and these are the ones that are affected by manifest intense states of all three.

If we look at this sentence, it says "by those stains," and then we have the list of the four types of beings. These 
are impure in four ways, in one way, in two ways, in two ways, and so forth. So when it says they are impure it 
means you will find sentient beings, ordinary beings that are impure in four ways; you will find Hinayana arhats 
that are impure in one way; you will find the learners who are impure in two ways, and so forth.

3 <<205>> (pp. 130 for root text and Asanga’s  commentary, and pp. 440-1 for Gyaltsap’s commentary) in Bo Jiang’s
translations.

4 <<206-7>> (pp. 130 for root text and Asanga’s commentary, and pp. 441 for Gyaltsap’s commentary) in Bo Jiang’s
translations.
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Once again we want to stress that since we have made this classification of four types of individuals, that each 
one is affected by four or two or one. Remember we said that this is like they are mainly affected by this 
particular category. It's not exclusively only this category of sentient beings are affected by that. The majority are
mainly affected by this, and this is what we say with the examples, they are not exclusive examples, they're just 
suitable examples because there is similarity.

We're going to go through another round of explanation. It's again, a more extensive explanation. It begins by 
saying 

"[1] Just as when lotuses born from the mud, surface (they give) mental joy, then later (as they 
fade give) no joy, (taking) joy in attachment is similar to that." [I.134]

"[2] Just as bees when extremely disturbed sting, similarly when hatred is generated, suffering is 
produced in the heart." [I.135]

"[3] Just as the heart of a fruit is obscured by the external peel, similarly seeing the meaning of the 
heart is obscured by the shell of ignorance." [I.136]

"[4] Just as incompatible (states serve) filth, similarly, strong eruption is like filth, because it is a 
cause serving the desires of those with attachment." [I.137]5

If you look at the outlines it explains dharma is compatible with the three latent poisons, and the strong eruption 
of all three poisons.

We have already given an explanation of those things, but let's go through this material. It says:

[1] Just as when lotuses born from the mud, surface (they give) mental joy, then later (as they fade give) 
no joy, (taking) joy in attachment is similar to that.

It's the first example of latent attachment. The lotus here is a suitable example because when the lotus is first born
and emerges from those murky waters, you look at it and it gives you mental joy. It makes your mind very happy,
and then when that flower declines and deteriorates and loses the colour and the vibrancy it doesn't give you any 
joy anymore. So it says taking joy in attachment is similar to that process.

What is the exact similarity here with this example? Initially we'll begin with latent attachment, and that latent 
attachment, at one point will become manifest attachment. This is like the lotus that has emerged, and when it 
initially becomes manifest, obvious, strong attachment you take some joy from that object of your attachment, 
but then later on when your attachment stops there's no joy in that object. That's a similarity.

Actually, in the presentation that we had at the very beginning, we took the example of Jetsunpa. In that example 
he was talking about a young lady. He says when you first see her and she's young and beautiful, there's so much 
joy, and then she grows old, and you don't like her anymore. Here it's a different presentation. It says when 
initially your attachment becomes manifest, there is strong joy in that object, but when you stop having 
attachment for that object, it's not nice anymore, you don't enjoy it anymore. So, you get the gist of them through 
both examples. Both very useful examples. Slightly different presentation.

The next one:

[2] Just as bees when extremely disturbed sting, similarly when hatred is generated, suffering is produced
in the heart.

5 <<208>> (pp. 130-1 for root text and Asanga’s commentary, and pp. 441-3 for Gyaltsap’s commentary) in Bo Jiang’s
translations.
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Again, we're dealing with latent hatred that bears this similarity with the bees.

The example here is that of the bees. Imagine that someone is approaching the beehive. Perhaps the person takes 
the honey and the bees become disturbed. When they become disturbed they will attack, and they will sting. 
When they sting they cause pain and harm to the person they sting, but also themselves died. There is harm 
caused in both ways. It says "similarly when hatred is generated, suffering is produced in the heart." Initially you 
have latent hatred, and then somehow that latent hatred increases and it becomes manifest, and then when it 
becomes manifest it will create that suffering. It intensifies and will create suffering in the heart.

We come to the third example. "Just as the heart of a fruit is obscured by the external peel." We're dealing here 
with latent ignorance. Latent ignorance is like this external skin or the peel of the fruit that is concealing the seed 
of the essence, the heart that is inside.

Just as when you have the seed inside the husk, and you're not aware that there is a seed there, you cannot 
actually see the seed because of the external layer of the husk. "Similarly seeing the meaning of the heart is 
obscured by the shell of ignorance." Seeing the meaning of the heart here refers to the tathagata essence. We 
cannot see it. Why? Because it is obscured. It is obscured by ignorance, but yet again we have another example 
here. The shell of ignorance. The shell of ignorance covers here the tathagata essence, and you cannot see it.

The next example. "Just as incompatible (states serve) filth, similarly, strong eruption is like filth." We are 
dealing with the fourth in the list which is manifest strong eruption. We know the manifest intense states of all 
three poisons together, they are similar to the filth. They are incompatible and they serve as filth. "Similarly, 
strong eruption is like filth, because it is a cause serving the desires of those with attachment."

In that sentence we have the “incompatible that serves filth.” And then we have later in the sentence, “the cause 
that is serving the desires of those with attachment.” We're talking here about the strong manifest states of the 
three poisons. They are like filth. And when those things become manifest in our mind they are incompatible 
states. However, if you have attachment and if you have desire those things are very compatible with your desires
and your attachment, so they are serving your desire and your attachment. So at some point they appear to be 
compatible, and later on when you don't have this attachment, when you don't have these desires, you look at 
them and they seem to be completely inappropriate, completely incompatible, and we say that those things, they 
are similar to filth. The initial example we gave, again, from Jetsunpa was like blood and semen and substances 
like that. For the arya beings, when they look at them, they look at them as filth.

We have the word "filth" here in the example of the filth, and the word "filth" a number of times in this sentence. 
Initially we talked about filth as being the semen and blood and things like that, but don't limit it to that. Filth in 
the general sense, and just keep in mind that we're talking about manifest states of the three poisons. They are 
like filth. We say that this filth is incompatible. Incompatible meaning it's the opposite or is not compatible, or is 
not supporting any qualities. However, for those who are on the desire realm they don't see them as filth, they 
don't see them as unclean. As a matter of fact they see it as a quality, as a desired quality, as something that will 
be good, that will be useful. So it is the cause that is serving the desire of those things. They see it compatible 
with qualities, whilst in reality it is incompatible with any real quality, and if you consider it to be clean and 
desirable and useful and a good quality to have, this thing will cause you to engage in a lot of negative behaviour.
This negative behaviour is coming just from this point of not recognising it as filth, but instead you think it is 
compatible with qualities.

We have finished with the first four. We come now to the fifth one, "Dharmas compatible with the latency of 
ignorance." 

"[5] Just as jewels when obscured, are not known, and the treasure not obtained, similarly the self-
derived (heart) in a being, is obscured by the ground of the latencies of ignorance." [I.138]
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Here we're dealing with the ground of latencies of ignorance. There are knowledge obscurations. They are 
exemplified by the earth or the ground. And what we have is jewels, we have a whole treasure of jewels under the
ground. Remember the analogy that you have the person who is living just above that ground, but the person is 
poor and destitute, doesn't even know that there is a treasure under the ground, they cannot see the treasure, the 
treasure is obscured by the earth, by the ground itself. And previously we had the extra sentence that says the 
treasure doesn't speak to say 'I'm here.' So, the treasure is not obtained. Sentient beings do not know, that being 
does not know that the treasure is there. What that represents is "the self-arisen heart in a being." The self-arisen 
is another term for the tathagata essence. So that heart or that essence existing within a sentient being is obscured 
by the ground of the latencies of ignorance. Because it is obscured by knowledge obscurations we don't even 
know that it is there.

In this expression "the self-derived (heart) in a being," the being could be any sentient being, any type of 
individual, any sentient being. The "self-arisen" refers to the tathagata essence, and self-arisen is a term that is the
opposite of fabricated, because it wants to indicate that it was there from the beginning, self-arisen, self-made, 
already existing, no one made it later on. So you had it within yourself from the beginning.

We have finished with the fifth example, and we continue with the sixth and the seventh. They relate to seeing 
abandonments and meditation abandonments:

"[6] Just as a sprout etc. serially grows severing the husk of a seed, similarly, by seeing that, seeing-
abandonments are reversed. From being related to the arya path, they annihilate the heart of (the 
view of the) transient collection." [I.139]

"[7] The abandonments of the primordial awareness path of meditation, are taught to be 
concordant with ragged cloth." [I.140]

Six and seven together in one paragraph.

First of all, for the seeing abandonments, it says "Just as a sprout etc. serially grows severing the husk of a seed, 
similarly, by seeing that, seeing-abandonments are reversed." The analogy here is of a seed. The seed has the full 
potential to generate the sprout. So we're dealing with that potential to serially generate. It says "Just as a sprout 
etc. serially grows." It's not just this sprout, but within the “etc.” we have all the later stages of development, so 
you're going to have a stem, you will have leaves, you will have little branches coming out of it, if it is a tree 
you're gonna have a whole trunk out of this, and so forth. So "sprout etc it serially grows," it grows out of the 
seed and it grows serially, in stages, and as it does that it is severing the husk of this seed. When you come to the 
phase of production of the sprout there is not much left of the seed, and as that sprout grows, and grows, and 
grows there's even less left of that seed. Basically, the seed becomes immaterial and that connection with the seed
and the connection with the husk of the seed becomes severed, there's nothing left of that husk, there's nothing 
left of that previous state of the seed as it grows. So as it serially grows that husk or that previous seed gradually 
becomes less important, it's severed, it's eliminated. Just like that, "similarly, by seeing that." What is "that" that 
is seen? It is the emptiness of the mind. So by seeing the tathagata essence, by seeing the suchness of the mind, 
by seeing the emptiness of the mind, gradually those seeing abandonments are reversed.

The remainder of the sentence refers to meditation abandonments. It says "from being related to the arya path, 
they annihilate the heart of (the view of the) transient collection." Related to the arya path means you have the 
realisation of emptiness. You have seen that emptiness, so you are related with that, and now you're developing 
further familiarity with it. So you're related, and you go over it again and again. Being related to that they 
annihilate the heart of the view of the transient collection, which is grasping the transient collection. Here is 
grasping at 'I' and 'mine.' "The heart of the view" indicates the main thing of that view, the core of the view. 
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Through continuous familiarity with that seeing of emptiness you will be able to destroy the core of the transient 
view. 

"The abandonments of the primordial awareness path of meditation". The path of meditation is going to abandon 
something. These abandonments are taught to be concordant with a ragged cloth. Remember that when you were 
on the path of seeing that cloth was new, was fairly strong, but having gone through the path of seeing you have 
got rid, you have put an end to gross afflictions. So that cloth is not intact anymore. So now it's all tattered and 
smelly, and it's got big holes in it. Now it has become the abandonment of the path of meditation. 

We didn't come to number nine. We ran out of time. 
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